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Oracle physics database services support levels 

Executive Summary  

The physics database services of the IT/PSS group at CERN deploy three different 

levels of services to support Oracle database applications: a development, a 

validation/pre-production and a production service. Applications at different stages 

of their development move from the first to the last depending on their maturity and 

needs.   This structure is in place since a few years and has proven to be very effective 

for assuring that only good quality applications be deployed in production, with a 

clear benefit for the stability of the production services.  

Service Architecture and Support levels 

The validation/pre-production and the production services are deployed on Oracle 10g 

Real Application Clusters (RAC) on Linux. Both the validation and production 

services are deployed on similar hardware, with the same configuration, OS and 

Oracle server versions.  

Typically 2-node clusters are dedicated to the LHC experiments for validating their 

applications. At the production level, RAC clusters six or eight nodes are assigned
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, 

deployed in a redundant configuration (CPU, storage, network, power supply).  

The Development Service 

The development service is maintained in collaboration with IT/DES and is 

characterized by: 

 8/5 monitoring and availability; 

 backups; 

 DBA consultancy;  

 limited database space (500MB, by default, up to 2GB in exceptional cases) 

and number of concurrent connections (up to 10). 

This service is meant for pure software development. Once the application code is 

stable enough and needs larger-scale tests, it moves to the next service level as 

described below.  

The Validation and Pre-Production Service 

The validation service is characterized by: 

 a two-node RAC per experiment  

 8/5 monitoring and availability 

 IT/PSS DBA consultancy for optimization and quality-insurance of key 
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 See https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/pub/PSSGroup/HAandPerf/Architecture_description.pdf  

https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/pub/PSSGroup/HAandPerf/Architecture_description.pdf
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experiment
2
 applications  

A time slot of a couple of weeks is granted to the developer to make full use of the 

cluster resources and to test her/his application under a realistic workload, with the 

help of the IT/PSS DBA.  

In addition, another 2-node RAC cluster per experiment is set-up to host applications 

that need a longer phase of tests or which exceed the limits imposed on the shared 

development service in terms of data volume and workload. We refer to this service as 

the pre-production service.  

It should be noted that no backups are taken for this validation/pre-production service.  

The Production Service  

The production service is characterized by: 

 24/7 monitoring and availability 

 Backups, as described in [1] 

 Scheduled interventions for software upgrades, as described in [2] 

For deploying an application in production, it is necessary to have validated it or 

define the use of reader/writer accounts/roles, the expected data volume, number 

simultaneous connections and total number of connections, in the case it did not go 

through the validation procedure.  

Best practices, tips and guidelines are provided by the DBA team to help developers 

to use the databases effectively
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The experiments database coordinators receive a weekly report that summarizes the 

database activities in terms of sessions, CPU, physical and logical reads and writes.    
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 A ‘key application’ is a application identified by the experiment as particularly critical in terms of 

performance, availability and workload.  
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